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Abstract. The radiative response to warming, and to changing concentrations of CO2, is studied in spectral space. If, at a

particular wave number the emission temperature of the constituent controlling the emission to space does not change its

emission temperature, as is the case when water vapor adopts a fixed relative humidity in the troposphere, or for CO2 emissions

in the stratosphere, spectral emissions become independent of surface temperature, giving rise to the idea of spectral masking.

This way of thinking allows one to derive simple, physically informative, and surprisingly accurate, expressions for the clear5

sky radiative forcing, radiative response to warming and hence climate sensitivity. Extending these concepts to include the

effects of clouds, leads to the expectation that (i) clouds damp the clear-sky response to forcing, (ii) that diminutive clouds

near the surface, which are often thought to be unimportant, may be effective at enhancing the clear-sky sensitivity over deep

moist tropical boundary layers; (iii) even small changes in high-clouds over deep moist regions in the tropics make these

regions radiatively more responsive to warming than previously believed; and (iv) spectral masking by clouds may contribute10

substantially to polar amplification The analysis demonstrates that the net effect of clouds on warming is ambiguous, if not

moderating, justifying the assertion that the clear-sky (fixed RH) climate sensitivity – which after accounting for surface

albedo feedbacks, we estimate to be about 3 K – provides a reasonable prior for Bayesian updates accounting for how clouds

are distributed, how they they might change, and for deviations associated with changes in relative humidity with temperature.

These effects are best assessed by quantifying the distribution of clouds and water vapor, and how they change, in temperature,15

rather than geographic, space.

1 Introduction

In recent years, conceptualizing the effects of thermal infrared radiation in spectral space has helped advance understanding of

many basic aspects of Earth’s energy balance and how it responds to forcing. For instance, a consideration of the differential

spectral response of outgoing long-wave radiation (OLR) to warming has proved crucial to understanding why OLR varies20

approximately linearly with temperature (Koll and Cronin, 2018), and how clear-sky radiative cooling is distributed through

the depth of the troposphere (Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler, 2020; Hartmann et al., 2022). A spectral treatment of thermal-infrared

radiation is also necessary to understand how radiation responds to forcing – in the form of increasing concentrations of

atmospheric CO2 (Wilson and Gea-Banacloche, 2012; Seeley, 2018; Jeevanjee et al., 2021b), and how it maintains an ability

to respond to warming at very warm temperatures (Kluft et al., 2021; Seeley and Jeevanjee, 2021). All of the above studies25
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helped answer important questions by abandoning the idea that atmospheric radiative transfer could usefully be thought about

as broadband, or grey.

The chief advantage of a grey atmosphere is heuristic. Conceptualizing the entirety of radiative transfer in terms of a single

emission height, is a considerable simplification. In a grey world, intuition as to how the atmosphere responds to changes can

be built around an understanding of what controls this emission height. This ’grey’ way of thinking still greatly influences how30

we quantify changes to Earth’s radiant energy budget, for instance when quantifying clear and cloudy-sky feedbacks. It turns

out that thinking about radiative transfer more colorfully isn’t that much more difficult, and by managing to do so it becomes

possible to anticipate and quantify radiative responses to forcing1 that ’grey thinking’ either misrepresents or cannot explain.

The chief simplification in treating the more colorful atmosphere is to recognize that different colors are controlled by different

constituents, and to a good degree of approximation these constituents can be categorized as sensitive, or invariant emitters35

of thermal radiation. Quantification of their net effect, then follows quite simply from allowing invariant emitters to mask the

response of sensitive emitters in proportion to their (the sensitive emitters) optical depth, something we call spectral masking.

The ideas presented here were developed in lectures on the greenhouse effect the first author gave at the Universität Hamburg,

in the Fall of 2021. Many had their origins in joint work with the second author. Subsequently we became aware that others

were, or had been, thinking along similar lines, to understand cloud-free atmospheres. For instance, the simple model of40

CO2 forcing discovered and presented in those lectures had been found independently, and much earlier, by Wilson and Gea-

Banacloche (2012), and has since been elaborated upon further and more thoroughly by Seeley (2018), Jeevanjee et al. (2021b),

and Romps et al. (2022). Likewise, the ideas related to the clear-sky radiative response were being developed independently

by Jeevanjee et al. (2021a); McKim et al. (2021); Colman and Soden (2021); Koll et al. (2023). In retrospect these studies do

much of the heavy lifting that some readers would like to see by way of justifying some of the approximations we make. This45

allows us to focus on showing how this colorful way of thinking can be condensed into a heuristic that helps us think about

climate sensitivity, and the role of clouds, more broadly. In this sense our work is less intended as a replacement for rigorous

treatment of radiative transfer, and more as a way to understand the results of such computations.

The outline of the paper is as follows, after introducing the data sources and community tools used, the basic ideas are

introduced in §3. These are used to derive estimates and provide understanding of Earth’s clear-sky climate sensitivity and its50

components in §4. This provides a basis for thinking about Earth’s equilibrium climate sensitivity more broadly (§5), and for

better understanding the role of clouds in its determination. Conclusions and an outlook are presented in §6

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Data

Absorption spectra of selective absorbers, here CO2 and H2O are taken from the catalog used for the Atmospheric Radiative55

Transfer Simulator, ARTS (Buehler et al., 2018; Eriksson et al., 2011). ARTS includes treatments of line broadening – with

1Here forcing is used generically, for instance to refer to a change of atmospheric composition, and distinguished from radiative forcing, which is the

response.
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the treatment of the foreign-broadening appropriate for Earth’s atmosphere, and a representation of continuum absorption

following the approach of Clough et al. (1989, 2005) as modified by Mlawer et al. (2012). Other data sources include monthly

mean, gridded (0.25°× 0.25°) near surface (2 m) air temperatures and column water vapor for the 240 months between 2001

and 2021, and are taken from reanalyses of meteorological data (ERA5, Hersbach et al., 2019). Cloud data is based on60

measurements using the AATSR instrument which flew on ENVISAT (Poulsen et al., 2019). The record extends from May

2002 through April 2012 and level 3 cloud-top temperature and cloud fraction are used.

2.2 Terminology and basic concepts

Concepts are developed for understanding the emission of terrestrial radiation, 99 % of which is emitted in the 50 cm−1 to

2000 cm−1 wavenumber (denoted by ν) interval. This is sometimes referred to as the long-wave or thermal infrared part of the65

electromagnetic spectrum.

We adopt terminology that will be standard for most readers. The Planck source function is denoted by Bν , and depends

on wavenumber, ν and temperature, T . The spectral irradiance is denoted by Fν and unless indicated otherwise, is assumed

to describe the outgoing thermal irradiance at the top-of-the-atmosphere. The mass absorption cross section κν,x refers to a

constituent ’x’ (either ’c’ for carbon-dioxide or ’v’ for water vapor) whose density is denoted by ρx.70

The optical depth between two heights, z1 and z2 is denoted by τν,x(z1,z2) and defined as

τν,x(z1,z2) =

z∫
ze

κν,x ρx dz ≈ κ̃ν,xBx(z1,z2) (1)

The approximation defines the path integrated mass burden of x and an effective mass absorption cross section, κ̃ν,x. Unless

indicated otherwise, reference to the span (z1,z2) is omitted if the path extends across the entire atmosphere, henceBx denotes

the column burden of x. Hereafter we denote the water vapor column burden, Bv by W and the CO2 burden, Bc, by C.75

The effective mass absorption coefficient includes the effects of continuum absorption and pressure broadening by adopting a

single value at an effective pressure and temperature. We adopt (P,T ) = (850hPa,280K), except for the case of CO2 as used in

estimates of the forcing, for which we adopt values (P,T ) = (500hPa,255K), thought to be more representative of the levels

where the forcing establishes itself. Reducing the effective pressure and temperature for H2O to (P,T ) = (700hPa,270K)

changes estimates of the radiative response by about 2 %.80

The transmissivity through an absorber x is given as e−τν,x/µ where µ is the diffusivity factor. It is introduced by taking

an effective zenith angle, θ to scale the path length by µ−1 = (cosθ)−1 through the medium, and thereby apply an equation

originally valid for radiances, to irradiances. The value of θ depends on the optical depth (Armstrong, 1968), but a value of

θ = 53° roughly corresponds to the average for optical depths uniformly distributed between 0 and 1, resulting in the commonly

adopted value of µ=−1= 1.6. and denoted Bν(Te), Beer’s law thus becomes:85

Fν(z) = πe−τν,x(z,ze)/µ Bν(Te) (2)

where subscript ’e’ denotes the emission value of a particular variable, e.g., height, ze or temperature, Te.
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3 Heuristics

Fν = π [e−τν /μ ℬν(T2) + (1 − e−τν /μ)ℬν(T1)]

Fν,x = π ℬν(T2)

Fν,y = π ℬν(T1)

τ ν
,x

=1
τ ν

=
τ ν

,x
>1

τ ν
,y

=1

T2

T1

Figure 1. Schematic of simplified treatment of irradiances originating from two sources, denoted by x and y respectively, with each emitting

as a black body (Bν denotes the Planck source function) from a height where their respective optical depths, τx,y , (as measured from space)

are unity. The factor µ in the tranmissivity (exponential terms) is the diffusivity factor that arises in converting radiances to irradiances.

Our colorful Ansatz amounts to the very simple, and rather standard, idea that emission to space at any given wavenumber

is controlled by the emission temperature of the atmospheric constituent that first becomes optically thick at that wavenumber,90

and that emissions changes depend on how that absorber changes. We formalize this idea with the help of Fig. 1, which outlines

how we smoothly weight the emissions from two absorbers (the lower one could be the surface) based on the optical thickness

of absorber which dominates the atmospheric emissions. Mathematically this amounts to modelling

Fν = π
[
e−τν,x/µBν(Te,y) +

(
1− e−τν,x/µ

)
Bν(Te,x)

]
(3)

where x is the dominant absorber and becomes optically thick at some temperature Te,x = T1. The second absorber, or possibly95

surface, emits at the temperature Te,y = T2 > T1 at which it becomes optically thick. A simple variant of this model, one that

perhaps better illustrates the way of thinking it formalizes, is the ’First to One’ model2, which simply replaces the transmissivity

by zero or one depending on whether or not τν,x > 1.

To help us understand how Fν responds to changes in the surface temperature, Tsfc, thermal emissions at a given wavenumber

are classified as arising from either a sensitive or Tsfc-invariant emitter.100

Sensitive emitters are ones whose emission temperature change with Tsfc, such that δTe,x = γδTsfc with γ > 0 a proportion-

ality constant.
2The name expresses the idea that the first absorber to have an optical depth of unity, as measured downward from the top-of-atmosphere, wrests control

of emissions to space from the surface.
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Invariant emitters are ones whose emission temperature is independent of the Tsfc, so that δBν,x = 0 (?).

The surface, at all wavenumbers, is an obvious example of a sensitive emitter, with γ = 1. CO2 that becomes optically thick

in the troposphere also behaves like a sensitive emitter. In that case, following a moist adiabat, γ > 1. Its precise value depends105

on how high in the troposphere its emission originates. To the extent the water-vapor path is only a function of temperature

– something Jeevanjee et al. (2021a) call Simpson’s law – it behaves as an invariant emitter. Likewise, to the extent the

stratosphere adjusts its temperature to maintain radiative equilibrium, CO2 emissions from the stratosphere acts as an invariant

emitter.

The simple model, Eq (3), and concepts here introduced, are not intended as a replacement for radiative transfer modelling.110

Its purpose is mainly to formalize the selection of a dominant emitter at a given wavenumber, and show how this knowledge,

when combined with the essential properties of that emitter proves surprisingly informative of how irradiances will change

with warming, or forcing, for instance as calculated by more complex models.

200 600 800 1200 1800
 / cm 1

638.2

0.01

12.96

0.15

 / 
m

2 k
g
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H2O+cont. vapor CO2 H2O exp( 0
l )

Figure 2. Mass absorption spectrum of H2O (blue) and CO2 (red) as a function of wavenumber ν. Spectra are calculated at a wavenumber

interval of 0.05 cm−1 for a temperature of 280K and pressure of 850 hPa and smoothed by convolving with a Gaussian (9 cm−1) filter to

show the absorption envelope. The black-dotted line (l = 10.2cm−1) is fit to the envelope of the CO2 band, and the blue-dotted line shows

the water vapor absorption in the absence of continuum absorption.

3.1 Spectral masking and the fractional support for the emission response

We introduce the idea of spectral masking, as a useful implication of combining Eq. (3) with our classification of emitters. To115

illustrate the idea we consider the case where water vapor is the only atmospheric absorber, so that Te,y = Tsfc.
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Accepting, for the moment, our assertion that the water vapor emission temperature remains invariant, it then follows from

Eq. (3) that

δFν = πe−(τν,v/µ) δBν,sfc, (4)

where δBν,sfc denotes changes from surface emissions at wavenumber ν. Eq. (4) can be derived more formally (see e.g., Eq. (5)120

in the SI of Koll and Cronin, 2018), which motivates Eq. (3) as a formalization of our ideas, instead of the simpler ’First-to-

one’ model. From Eq. (4), at wavenumbers where water vapor is optically thick δFν → 0. This is what is meant by spectral

masking. Put more generally, at wavenumbers where an invariant emitter dominates emissions, it ‘masks" the radiative response

of underlying, sensitive, emitters to warming. Jeevanjee et al. (2021a) call this spectral cancellation of surface feedbacks. We

prefer the term masking, because the surface still responds to warming, but as viewed from space, the response is hidden, or125

masked.

The mass absorption cross sections of H2O and CO2 are presented in Fig. 2. For W ≈ 25kgm−2, corresponding to the

present day global average, at wavenumbers where κν,v > 0.04 the atmosphere is considered to be optically thick. This is

satisfied over most of the thermal infrared, the exception being wavenumber between 800 cm−1 to 1200 cm−1, which defines

the atmospheric window and emphasizes that it depends on the value of W. Fig. 2 also shows that CO2, whose column burden130

C ≈ 6kgm−2, is the dominant absorber between 585 cm−1 to 750 cm−1, and will need to be accounted for in any fuller

treatment of the radiative response to warming.

Because W increases exponentially with Tsfc, the atmosphere will become opaque at lower values of κν,v as Tsfc rises, thus

reducing its ability to transmit a radiative response to space. We quantify this effect through the introduction of a quantity

χ(T ) =
1

4σT 3

∞∫
0

dFν
dT

dν < 1, (5)135

which measures the broadband sensitivity of radiant energy to warming relative to that expected for a black body. Koll and

Cronin (2018) introduce the same quantity (their Eq. (4)) and call it the average transmission. We prefer to think of χ as

the fractional (spectral) support for the radiant response, in part because this terminology aligns better with the ’First-to-one’

model, which we tend to keep in the back of our mind.

As an example, for the simple case of the water-vapor only atmosphere, δFν is given by Eq. (4) and τν,v(T ) = κν,vW (T ),140

such that

χ=
1

4σT 3

∞∫
0

e−
κν,vW (T )

µ

(
dBν
dT

)
dν.. (6)

Rescaling ν by introducing the coordinate x(ν), such that

dx=
1

4σT 3

(
dBν
dT

)
dν (7)

stretches the ν-axis so that equally spaced x intervals carry equal amounts of the radiative response. In terms of x, χ(T ) =145 ∫
e−κx,vW (T )/µdx < 1 is just the area under the curves in Fig. 3, and shows how an emission response is supported over some

subset of x corresponding to wave numbers where water vapor is optically thin or transparent, i.e., κx,v� µ/W (T ).
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Figure 3. Spectral transmissivity plotted versus the cumulative black-body emission sensitivity, x= (4σT 3)−1
∫ ν
0

(
dBν′
dT

)
dν′. The corre-

sponding wavenumbers are indicated along the upper scale. Line colors darken with Tsfc with W =WR(Tsfc).

For the ’First-to-one’ model, the curves in Fig. 3 would vary between zero and one. Intermediate values emerge both due

to spectral averaging and from intermediate optical detphs. They highlight the complexity of the line-by-line variability of the

spectral transmissivity, e−κx,vW (T )/µ (which the stroke width used to render the plot is too wide to fully resolve). Effects of150

differences between near-line, versus continuum (or far-line/dimer), absorption, on χ can also be discerned by the way in which

the window closes in Fig. 3. The former is associated with a narrowing of the window (region of support) with temperature,

while the latter is apparent by weaker support as W becomes large. Continuum emission is more broad-band or grey, whereas

line-absorption, which more nearly results in e−κx,vW/µ ∈ {0,1}, remains more colorful and better aligns with ’First-to-one’

thinking (i.e., τν,v is either zero or much larger than one) and the concept of masking.155

3.2 H2O vapor – an invariant emitter

Simpson’s law, provides the justification for idealizing water vapor in the troposphere as an invariant emitter, and hence Eq. (4).

It states that if the relative humidity, R, is fixed, W depends only on T. Modulo effects of pressure broadening on κv, this

means that τν,v likewise only depends on T, and hence the emission temperature (effectively where T (τν,v ≈ 1)) does not

change with warming. This basic idea, was developed and used by a number of investigators to study runaway greenhouse at-160

mospheres (Komabayasi, 1967; Ingersoll, 1969; Nakajima et al., 1992), before Ingram (2010) pointed out its earlier articulation

by Simpson (1928).

3.2.1 Invariance of W with T with fixed R

The statement thatR does not change with warming (Arrhenius, 1896; Simpson, 1928; Manabe and Wetherald, 1967) contains

a subtle ambiguity. Is R constant as a function of height, z, atmospheric pressure, P, or temperature T ? For a compressible165

atmosphere all three cannot be true, and which one is meant may have implications for Simpson’s law. Assuming that P (T )
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Figure 4. Theoretical temperature profiles and column humidities. Temperature profiles (top) following the formulation of the unsaturated

(black) and saturated (teal) moist adiabats in Marquet and Stevens (2022) for two different surface temperatures (indicated). Column water

vapor, W (T, between the top of the atmosphere and the height corresponding to the indicated temperature (bottom).

is bijective through the troposphere, whose top (or lowest pressure) is denoted by the cold-point temperature, Tcp, it follows

from the definition of W that

W (T )≈
Tcp∫
T

Pv(T ′)

(
R

gRv

dlnP (T ′)

dT ′

)
dT ′, (8)

with R the mass specific gas constant for air, and Rv for water vapor alone. Here we neglect contributions to W from the170

stratosphere, an assumption justified both by virtue of the smallness of Pv(Tcp) relative to its values at larger temperatures, and

because we are mostly interested in dW/dT , which is constrained by the smallness of differences in the mass of the stratosphere

as the surface warms. Simulations suggests that Tcp is effectively constant across a wide range of conditions characteristic of

the tropical atmosphere (Seeley et al., 2019). Hence we introduce it as a parameter, with the value Tcp = 194K taken from radio

occultation measurements in the tropics (Tegtmeier et al., 2020), bearing in mind that the same observations show substantially175

(20 K) larger values in the extra-tropics.

Eq. (8) establishes thatW depends only on T as long as both d(lnP )/dT, andR, depend only on T. The lapse-rate constraint

is satisfied for an unsaturated adiabat, which well describes the temperature structure of the upper troposphere. In the middle
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Figure 5. Column water vapor, W, versus T −Ttp for T = Tsfc, Ttp = 273.16 the triple point temperature, and W given by the monthly

mean values across the globe as represented by the reanalysis (grey points) and for a fixed R(T ) following an idealized C-shaped profile

(filled teal-colored circles). The solid and dotted lines are fits whose slopes are chosen to match those of the grey and teal points respectively,

with a crossing point at present-day global temperatures and are fit to the data by linearly regressing ln(W ) binned by T against T.

and lower troposphere, the temperature more closely follows the isentropic expansion of saturated air. The impact of allowing

d(lnP )/dT to vary with P as it would following a saturated adiabat, is illustrated by Fig. 4, an can be considerable in the180

lower troposphere. These profiles have been calculated forR= const.. Using a C-shaped profile ofR, as is more characteristic

of the troposphere (Romps, 2014; Bourdin et al., 2021), albeit modified so the anchoring points depend on T , leads to similar

conclusions. This then shows the extent to which Simpson’s law, and many of our idealizations, are limited by variation of R
and d(lnP )/dT with P.

3.2.2 Observed variations of W with Tsfc185

Over Earth’s surface W varies more weakly with R than it would were R held fixed, or if it were allowed to vary with T as

it does through the depth of the tropical troposphere. This is shown in Fig. 5 where we compare monthly averaged W as a

function of Tsfc, which we denote W̃. For a fixedR, W varies with T following a different relation, which we denote by WR.

Both vary exponentially with T, WR more sensitively so. This enhanced sensitivity is robust to howR is specified, so long as

it remains constant with T ; C-shaped profiles yield a similar slope. The relative flatness of W̃ is consistent withR being larger190

in the cold extra-tropics than over the warm sub-tropics, and is an imprint of the atmospheric circulation.

The implication is that the the effect of the circulation is important for describing the spatial distribution of OLR and its

scatter (cf Fig. 1 in Koll and Cronin (2018)), for a given climate. But to the extent the circulation does not change strongly with

warming, then WR will better describe W (T ). Hence, with global warming one would expect the cloud of points in Fig. 5,

to shift following WR with global temperature changes. These findings motivate the rather simple choice of R= 0.8, chosen195
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so that WR(T = T sfc) matches W̃ (T sfc). A relative humidity of 0.8 is larger than the mean R, as it must be to capture the

non-linearity of W (T ), whereby W (T )>W (T ), with an over-bar denoting the global average.

3.3 CO2 gas – sensitive and an invariant emitter

The heuristic formalized by Eq. (3) also helps understand how CO2 influences the radiative response to warming. If, in radiative

equilibrium, the absorption of radiant energy is independent of T , then the emission must also be independent of T. This is is200

a rough description of the stratosphere, and explains why it cools when CO2 levels rise. This means that at wavelengths where

CO2 is optically thick in the stratosphere, it behaves like an invariant emitter. This is not a consequence of Simpson’s law,

where concentrations adjust to temperature to maintain the same emission. In this case, temperatures adjust to concentrations

to maintain the same emission.

At wavenumbers on the shoulders of its central absorption feature (band), near 600 cm−1 and 733 cm−1, CO2 is less ab-205

sorbing, but still absorbing enough to become optically thick within the troposphere. At these wavenumbers CO2 behaves like

a sensitive emitter. In doing so it competes with H2O (more so at wavenumbers on the low energy side of the absorption band,

where H2O is more absorbing, e.g., Fig. 2), for control of emission to space. At wavenumbers where CO2 wins the battle, by

becoming optically thick above the emission height of water vapor, it re-establishes a radiative response to warming, that H2O

would have otherwise masked. Where CO2 emits at heights below the water vapor emission, its radiative response to warming210

is masked. The lack of concentration gradients in CO2 complicate the picture, as they contribute to a more graduated change

in τν,c than for τν,v, which defocuses the emission height, and hence hte idea of a single, or dominant, emitter.
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Figure 6. As Fig. 3, but accounting for the effects of CO2 absorption.

Notwithstanding the difficulties of treating the overlap between CO2 and water vapor at wavenumbers where both have

intermediate optical depths, Eq. (3) helps understand the basic physics of the radiant energy exchange, and anticipate effects

that ’grey’ thinking would obscure. Specifically, to account for CO2 the dominant emitters in Eq. (3) are chosen based on215

whether or not an atmospheric absorber is optically thick at a particular value of ν. When τν of one of the absorbers exceeded
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unity, its emission height and temperature are set to the height where τν = 1. When both absorbers are optically thick, the

dominant absorber is chosen as the one with the highest emission height (lowest emission temperature) and surface emissions

are neglected. By fixing the temperature of the stratosphere to Tcp, we effectively account for stratophseric adjustment, and

hence for the differentiated response of stratospheric versus tropospheric CO2 to δTsfc..220

Fig. 6 shows χ calculated using this model. In contrast to Fig. 3, which was calculated for water vapor alone, the spectral sup-

port for the radiative response vanishes in the vicinity of the central CO2 absorption feature at 667 cm−1, and is re-established

on its shoulders. Fig. 6 highlights the dual role of CO2 in modulating the radiative response to warming, on the one hand it

masks surface emissions, and on the other hand it re-establishes a radiative response over parts of the spectrum that would

otherwise be masked by water vapor. These effects depend on Tsfc. The masking by stratospheric CO2 becomes more im-225

portant at colder temperatures, where the stratosphere is more massive, and the troposphere contains less water vapor. The

re-establishment of the radiative response on the shoulder of the CO2 absorption band becomes more prominent at larger Tsfc,

and is essential for maintaining some support for the radiative response at very warm temperatures. On balance the presence

of CO2 moderates the dependence of χ on temperature (cf., Kluft et al., 2021; Seeley and Jeevanjee, 2021)

4 Spectral masking and climate sensitivity230

In this section we apply our heuristic to help understand the radiative response to both warming and to forcing – the two

ingredients of the clear-sky climate sensitivity. We show that Eq. (3) not only captures the conceptual content of this recent

literature, but its prediction of the clear-sky sensitivity is also quantitatively accurate. This sets the basis for a understanding

cloud effects in §5. There we show how clouds modify the clear-sky response in different ways, with a net effect that does not

appear to differ substantially from zero. This establishes the expression for the clear-sky climate sensitivity as a useful estimate235

of the all-sky sensitivity.

4.1 Radiative response to warming

For small changes in Tsfc, we expect

δF = λδTsfc, (9)

which introduces the proportionality constant, λ, as the radiative response parameter. It is closely related to the radiative240

feedback parameter, which is often denoted by the same symbol using the same expression, modulo a change in the sign

convention to allow an increase in F with T to be associated with λ < 0, as expected for the net feedback in a stable system.

The radiative response of clear-skies to a change in Tsfc, as predicted by Eq. (3), is given by

Λ(T ) = π

∫
e−(τν,v/µ)

(
dBν
dT

)
dν = χ(T )4σT 3, (10)

where we distinguish the radiative response estimated heuristically, which we denote by Λ, from the true value of the radiative245

response, λ, or its clear-sky λcs counterpart. For the case of a pure water vapor atmosphere, and modulo ambiguity in how W

11
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Figure 7. Variation of the support, χ(T ), (upper) and the radiative response to warming, λ with T for different models of W (T ). Solid

lines show calculations with the inclusion of continuum absorption the dotted line, for reference, shows the response in the absence of this

absorption.

is defined to vary with T, Eq. (10) is identical to Eq. (3) in Koll and Cronin (2018). It yields the expectation that

λcs ≈ Λ(Tsfc) = χ(Tsfc)4σT 3
sfc. (11)

For Tsfc = 288K and R= 0.8, Λ = 1.9Wm−2 K−1 (Fig. 7), which is indistinguishable from the McKim et al. (2021)

estimate for λcs under similar conditions. Kluft et al. (2019) estimate a slightly larger, λcs ≈ 2.3Wm−2 K−1, value, but this is250

consistent with their calculations having been based on a much drier atmosphere. Fig. 7 demonstrates that Λ also captures the

sensitivity of λcs to temperature, humidity and the presence of CO2, all forms of ‘state-dependence’ that have been identified

and explored in a number of recent studies (Koll and Cronin, 2018; Bourdin et al., 2021; McKim et al., 2021; Kluft et al., 2021;

Seeley et al., 2019).

We focus on the temperature sensitivity of Λ because it plays a role in interpreting the cloud effects on the radiative response255

to warming. From Fig. 7 three temperature regimes can be identified. A cold, T < 275K, ’Budyko’ regime where Λ is only

slightly increasing (dΛ/dT ≈ 0.004Wm−2 K−2), and hence well approximated as constant. A warm regime, 285K< T <

305K, over which the radiative response to warming reduces sharply, dΛ/dT ≈−0.08Wm−2 K−2, with temperature. This

is due to closing the atmospheric window by continuum absorption from water vapor (compared solid and dotted lines for χ,

12
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likewise Fig. 3), and thus is sensitive to the humidity model WR versus W̃ (see also McKim et al., 2021, on this point). A260

third regime emerges at very warm temperatures, T > 305K. Here Λ is roughly constant, but small (Λ≈ 0.25Wm−2 K−1).

In this, regime CO2 plays an important role in maintaining a radiative response (compare teal and black solid lines in Fig. 7) in

an atmosphere that is optically thick in water vapor across the thermal infrared (Kluft et al., 2021; Seeley et al., 2019).

The moderating effects of CO2 on the temperature dependence of Λ reduces its maximum value from 2.55 Wm−2 K−1

to 2.17 Wm−2 K−1 and increases its minimum value from 0.05 Wm−2 K−1 to 0.26 Wm−2 K−1. The former effect arises265

from spectral masking at wavenumbers where CO2 is optically thick within the stratosphere, and is more important in cold

and dry atmospheres where surface emissions would otherwise dominate. The latter effect comes from CO2 wing absorption

reclaiming spectral emissions from water vapor at warm temperatures (Fig. 6). The moderating effect of CO2 on Λ is somewhat

smaller than the warm remgime limit of λcs ≈ 1Wm−2 K−1 as estimated by Kluft et al. (2021) and McKim et al. (2021).

Some of the difference can be explained by the use of an unrealistically cold stratosphere in those studies – decreasing Tcp to270

150 K increases the asymptotic value of Λ to 0.44 Wm−2 K−1. The remaining difference likely reflects the crude treatment of

emissions at intermediate optical depths by our model.

To the extent λcs can be usefully approximated by Λ(Tsfc), it demonstrates that this response is something that is quite easy

to understand and, given knowledge of the H2O and CO2 absorption spectra, to quantify. Moreover, because the dual effects of

CO2 appear to approximately compensate at Earth-like temperatures (see Fig. 7), Λ≈ Λv. This indicates that the reduction in275

λcs from what would be expected from a blackbody, largely measures how effective water vapor is at controlling emission to

space and thereby masking the spectral response of emissions to surface warming, an idea that Ingram (2010) seems to have

been the first to appreciate. It also explains why simply approximating

Λ≈
1200∫
800

(
dBν
dT

)
dν, (12)

as proposed by Colman and Soden (2021), and as might be justified by the ’First-to-one’ model, provides such a reasonable280

estimate of λcs.

4.2 Radiative response to (CO2) forcing

Eq. (3) can also be used to estimate FN×, the radiative forcing from an N -fold increase in atmospheric CO2. Here the CO2

absorption band centered at νc = 667.5cm−1 masks emission from the lower troposphere (or surface) and increasing CO2

increases the masking (Fig. 8).285

Application of Eq. (3), yields a model of CO2 forcing similar to that first proposed by Wilson and Gea-Banacloche (2012)

and developed later, in more detail, by Jeevanjee et al. (2021b). The starting point is to describe the irradiance as a function of

the CO2 burden, C, its spectral mass absorption coefficient, κν,c, and the limiting temperatures, Tcp and TW , such that

F (C) = π

∞∫
0

[
e−Cκν,c/µBν(TW ) +

(
1− e−Cκν,c/µ

)
Bν(Tcp)

]
dν, (13)
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Figure 8. Schematic showing how CO2 absorption is conceptualized a); and modelled (calculated), b). In a) stratospheric adjustment is

conceptualized as maintaining stratospheric emissions near the line center at the same temperature. In b) An isothermal stratosphere (at

T = Tcp) models the invariance of CO2 emission in the central part of the absorption band and the background water vapor emission is

assumed constant across the band with its value at the line center.

With TW = min(Tsfc,T∗) where WR(T∗) = κν,v, This defines TW as tbe temperature at which the W , distributed with Tsfc290

following WR, would attain an optical thickness of one, or Tsfc, which ever is smaller. Through its dependence on κν,v it will

vary with ν. The choice of a fixed stratospheric CO2 emission temperature set to the cold point (Fig. 8b) provides a simple way

to account for stratospheric adjustment (Hansen et al., 1997), by ensuring that the emission temperature of stratospheric CO2

remain invariant. As such, it anticipates our interest in the radiative response to changing CO2, i.e., the forcing.

For an N -fold increase in the burden, the forcing, F , is given as the change in the irradiance (Eq. (13)), at the new burden:295

FN× = F (NC)−F (C) = π

∞∫
0

(
e−Cκν,c/µ− e−NCκν,c/µ

)
[Bν(TW ))−Bν(Tcp)] dν. (14)

For Tcp = 200K ranging from 194 K to 204 K (Tegtmeier et al., 2020), F2× varies from 4.55 Wm−2 to 4.22 Wm−2. These

values compare favorably with estimates of the adjusted clear-sky flux in the literature, which range from 4.3 Wm−2 to

4.9 Wm−2 Kluft et al. (2019, 2021). The fidelity of this model is not only quantitative, but also quantitative as it captures the

sensitivities to various quantities and as evident in more complex calculations, e.g., as in Jeevanjee et al. (2021b).300

Following Wilson and Gea-Banacloche (2012) and subsequent studies, (e.g., Seeley, 2018; Jeevanjee et al., 2021b) two

approximations make it possible to cast Eq. (14) into an even simpler form. The first is to replace the source function with its

band-averaged, or band-centered values. This is justified because the difference between the CO2 transmissivities vanishes for

τν,c << 1 and for τν,c� 1, so that Bν only contributes to the integral in the vicinity of νc. This allows it to be approximated

14
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by its central value, and TW to be approximated by a band averaged (567.5 ν to 767.5 ν) value, which we deonte as TW =305

282.13K. The second approximation is justified graphically, from Fig. 2, which shows that the envelope of the CO2 absorption

spectrum falls off exponentially with ν as αe‖ν−νc‖/l. This implies that for a CO2 burden of C, τν,c > 1 for νc− l ln(αC)<

ν < νc + l ln(αC). It follows that for a burden of 2C the atmosphere becomes optically thick for the larger interval, larger by

the amount 2l ln(2). With these simplifications Eq. (14) simplifies to

F̃2× ≈ 2πl ln2
[
Bνc(min(TW ,Tsfc))−Bνc(Tcp)

]
. (15)310

For the same range of Tcp (194 K to 204 K), F̃2× varies from 4.3 Wm−2 to 4.0 Wm−2, comparable to estimates from the

direct integration of Eq. (14).

4.3 Climate sensitivity

Dividing the estimate of the forcing from Eq. (14) by the radiative response from Eq. (10) gives an expression for the clear sky

climate sensitivity, Scs,315

Scs =

∫∞
0

(
e−κν,cC/µ− e−2κν,cC/µ

)
[Bν(TW ))−Bν(Tcp)] dν∫∞

0
e−κν,vW/µ

(
dBν
dT

)
dν

= 2.3K (16)

with Tcp taken as the average across the stated range. The additional simplifications of Eq. (15) for forcing, and Eq. (12) for

the radiative response, yield a simpler expression in that it no longer depends explicitly on the absorption spectra of CO2 and

H2O. With these approximations

S̃cs =
Bνc(min(TW ,Tsfc))−Bνc(Tcp)

2σ
∫ 1200

800

(
dBν
dT

)
dν

l ln2 = 2.4K. (17)320

By virtue of assuming a fixed window, Eq. (17) will not, however, generalize as well as Eq. (16) to warmer temperatures.

As a comparison, for radiative convective equilibrium, Kluft et al. (2019) estimate Scs = 2.1K albeit for a drier atmosphere.

The ability to derive Eq. (16) from the simple heuristic, and its interpretation/simplification in the form of Eq. (17) illustrates

how the value of the clear sky climate sensitivity, and its dependence on quantities like surface and tropopause temperature

(Tcp), is quite easy to understand, and predict. This understanding, as we show next, provides a different, and we believe better,325

basis for quantifying the effect of clouds.

5 Inferences for Earth’s atmosphere and estimates of S

Here we build on earlier work by McKim et al. (2021) and Yoshimori et al. (2020) to explore what the more colorful way of

thinking implies for the effects of clouds and for how temperature mediates the atmospheres radiative response to forcing (CO2

changes) and to surface warming.330
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5.1 Cloud masking and unmasking

From the point of view of masking, what differentiates clouds from water vapor is that they are neither colorful, nor necessarily

Simpsonian. Their greyness makes them effective in masking both forcing and the radiative response to warming. If clouds

change their emission (to space) temperature with Tsfc, they may restore the spectral response otherwise masked by water

vapor, and perhaps even enhance the radiative response to forcing.335

While it is well known that clouds mask the radiative forcing (Myhre et al., 1998), this is often overlooked when taking

the measure of the cloud effect on climate sensitivity. The degree of masking will mostly depend on the cloud-top pressure,

although a more minor effect might arise if clouds set a colder baseline than water vapor, i.e., lowering the approximate 275 K

upper bound in Eq.(14). Focusing on the former, more dominant effect, an optically thick high-cloud fraction of fh = 25%,

would reduce F by the same amount, from 4.9Wm−2 (as calculated by Kluft et al., 2019) to 3.7Wm−2. As a comparison,340

Myhre et al. (1998) estimate a similar, 27 %, reduction in CO2 forcing due to clouds.

When the cloud-top emission-temperature, Tcld does not change with warming, clouds also mask window emissions in

proportion to their (optically thick) cloud fraction (McKim et al., 2021). Given estimates of total cloud fraction, ft, of about

0.6, this is expected to yield a nearly commensurate reduction in λ, from 2.2 Wm−2 K to 0.9 Wm−2 K−1. We say ’nearly’

because of the ability of CO2 to restore some of the radiative response where it’s emission height lies above the clouds but345

below the tropopause. Because all clouds, rather than just high clouds, contribute to the masking of emissions from the surface,

this effect is stronger than the reduction of the forcing, and thus increases the fixed albedo climate sensitivity, Sα by a factor

(1− fh)/(1− ft)≈ 1.875, relative to Scs, raising its value to 4.1 K.

What seems to have escaped attention is how clouds might restore parts of the spectral response otherwise masked by water

vapor. To quantify these competing effects, we model the effects of clouds on λ as350

λ≈ (1− f)Λ(Tsfc) + f
δTcld
δTsfc

Λ(Tcld). (18)

The first term in Eq. (18), describes the masking of the clear-sky response (assuming λcs ≈ Λ(Tsfc)) by clouds, as earlier

discussed by McKim et al. (2021) and Yoshimori et al. (2020). The second term describes the emission response across the

spectrum as restored by clouds. Using this model we explore different limiting cloud effects below.

5.1.1 High clouds in the wet tropics355

In the warm tropical atmosphere, where precipitating convection is embedded in a nearly saturated atmosphere (Bretherton and

Peters, 2004), clouds may be especially important for the radiative response to warming. As the window closes, Λ(Tsfc)→ 0,

and there is little (only the CO2 wing emissions) left for clouds to mask (Stephens et al., 2016). In this case the first term in

Eq. (18) becomes negligible independent of f, clouds with cold cloud-tops will carry the bulk of the radiative response, and its

magnitude will be in proportion to the cloud fraction and the cloud-top temperature change. This would provide a thermostat360

for the tropical hothouse, one which together with wing emission from CO2 prevents the window from completely closing

(Kluft et al., 2021; Seeley and Jeevanjee, 2021). Its effectiveness will depend on the degree to which cloud-top temperature

16
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changes are constrained by the radiative cooling in the clear-sky atmosphere, which is still a matter of some debate (Zelinka

and Hartmann, 2010, 2011; Bony et al., 2016; Seeley et al., 2019; Hartmann et al., 2022).

5.1.2 “Low clouds” coupled to surface temperature365

In the case that clouds warm with the surface, δTcld ≈ δTsfc, and λ≈ Λ(Tsfc) + f [(Λ(Tcld)−Λ(Tsfc)]. In the warm regime

Λ decreases with temperature, and because cloud-tops are colder than the surface, Λ(Tcld)−Λ(Tsfc)> 0. Candidate cloud

regimes for such behavior would be clouds topping the trade-wind layer (Schulz et al., 2021), or clouds in the doldrums.

In these cases one might expect Tsfc−Tcld ≈ 7 K to 15 K, with surface temperatures increasingly exceeding 300 K. In this

situation, from Fig. 7, clouds with tops at 288 K will radiate about a four-fold more energy per degree of warming than would370

a surface at 305 K. More detailed calculations, e.g., Kluft et al. (2021), suggest a smaller, two-fold, difference, but suffer

from simplifications to the stratosphere, suggesting that the real answer lies somewhere in between. In either case, the effect

appears appreciable and illustrates how shallow boundary layer clouds, even small ones that cover most of the tropical oceans

but generally go unnoticed (Mieslinger et al., 2022; Konsta et al., 2022), may help stabilize the climate. Over the cold extra-

tropics, where Λ increases with temperature, clouds (which emit at temperatures colder than the surface) have the opposite375

effect.

5.1.3 Open windows and multi-layer clouds

More generally, in the case where the window remains open (Λ(Tsfc) 6= 0) and cloud masking limits the radiative response, the

net effect of clouds will depend on δTcld/δTsfc. This can be more easily seen by rearranging Eq. (18):

λ≈ Λ(Tsfc)

[
1 +

(
δTcld
δTsfc

η− 1

)
f

]
, with η = Λ(Tcld)/Λ(Tsfc). (19)380

In the cold regime clouds must warm more than the surface to offset their masking of window emissions. Over a warm surface

more modest changes in cloud top temperatures may be sufficient to offset their masking effect, with the extreme case being

that of high-clouds in the wet tropics.

This analysis can be generalized to clouds distributed over multiple layers, by working ones way down through the successive

contribution of layers of non-overlapped clouds:385

λ= Λ(Tsfc)

[
1 +

∑
i

(
δTcld,i
δTsfc

ηi− 1

)
f ′i

]
(20)

where f ′i denotes the cloud fraction for layer i (increasing downward) that is not geographically masked by clouds at layers

j < i.

5.1.4 Clouds and the clear-sky polar amplification paradox

From a purely radiative point of view, the idea that the polar latitudes should warm disproportionately is a curious one, as the390

radiative forcing from a doubling of atmospheric CO2 is proportional to Tsfc−Tcp, which is much smaller in the polar regions,
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Figure 9. Latitudinal distribution of Tsfc and Tcld (upper), total cloud fraction ft and fraction assumed to mask CO2 forcing, F (middle);

and the ratio of the forcing F to the radiative response to warming, λ for different assumptions about clouds (lower).

and the radiative response to warming is, by virtue of the absence of water vapor to mask surface emissions, particularly large.

Put differently, from our understanding of the fixed albedo Scs, the tropics should warm substantially more than the poles as

CO2 increases. This is less of a paradox when one considers the differences between the poles and the tropics, whether it be

by virtue of surface albedo changes, or the decoupling of the polar surface from the polar atmosphere. Here we point out the395

potential for clouds to also cause a differentiated response of the cold poles, versus the warm tropics, to warming.

To address this question more quantitatively we compare estimates of the Sα with λ estimated following Eq. (18). We use

W̃ (Tsfc), rather than WR, to calculate Λ(Tsfc), and WR is used to calculate Λ(Tcld). This is an admittedly crude way to treat
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the variation of W with height at different geographic regions, but using W̃ for the cloud term as well does not change the

answer appreciably. Clouds are represented using three bounding cases: (i) f = 0, which renders clouds as transparent; (ii)400

δTcld = δTsfc, whereby clouds warm with the surface; and (iii) δTcld = 0, which describes clouds as invariant emitters. To

calculate F requires an estimate of the forcing masking fraction fCO2 , which we estimate based on the fractional decrease of

the cloud-top temperature relative to the temperature change through the troposphere as a whole:

fCO2
= 1.9

(
Tsfc−Tcld
Tsfc−Tcp

)
ft. (21)

with the pre-factor (1.9) chosen so that F matches the estimate of 3.7 Wm−2 of more detailed calculations. Because S is405

defined as a global (or statistical) quantity, it is estimated as F/λ.

The results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 9. For case (i), with transparent clouds, f = 0, values of F/λ vary

with latitude, from a low value (0.9 K) over the South Pole, to a high value (4.1 K) over the ITCZ region just north of the

Equator, and thereby illustrating what we call the polar amplification paradox. For this case, S = 2.9K, which is slightly

larger than the clear-sky estimates obtained previously, using global mean quantities. The case (ii), with warming clouds410

(δTcld = δTsfc), S = 2.0K with reductions most pronounced in the tropics, where additional emissions from clouds occurs

in an atmosphere that is less masked by water vapor. Given the idea that high-clouds maintain a fixed temperature, this case

might seem extreme, then again, warming along the moist adiabat is upward amplified, so that the case of fixed cloud height

actually implies δTcld > δTsfc, which can be thought of as a form of lapse-rate feedback. For case (iii), with δTcld = 0, clouds

mask the radiative response, and S increases considerably, inverting its geographic structure to be more poleward amplified.415

This behavior depends on fCO2
, as for fCO2

= f, the masking of the CO2 forcing cancels the masking of the response and S
follows the transparent case.

5.1.5 Summarizing cloud effects on climate sensitivity

The above analysis identifies ways in which the amount and distribution of clouds influences the radiative response to warming,

even if cloud coverage and temperatures do not change. A change in cloud top temperatures with warming can either increase420

or decrease the clear-sky climate sensitivity. This analysis also demonstrates that the role clouds plays can be quite different

in the cold extra-tropics versus the warm tropics, and that in addition to masking the forcing, there are a variety of additional

ways in which clouds reduce Sα relative to Scs in ways that are not usually accounted for when assessing cloud effects on

Earth’s equilibrium climate sensitivity.

5.2 All sky climate sensitivity, and a new research programme for estimating it425

To answer the question as to whether clouds increase or decrease Earth’s equilibrium climate sensitivity we first ask how

much clouds have to warm to compensate their masking effects. By adjusting δTcld until Sα = Scs (which corresponds to

the transparent, f = 0, estimate in Fig. 9) we find that for δTcld ≈ 1/2δTsfc the warming of clouds compensates their masking.

Given that clouds also mask surface albedo changes with warming, whose assessed radiative response, λsfc = 0.35Wm−2 K−1

(Forster et al., 2021), is believed to be half of what it would be in a cloud-free atmosphere (Pistone et al., 2014), clouds only430
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have to warm by about 1/4δTsfc to start having a net cooling effect relative to that expected from a clear sky, similar to what

Kluft et al. (2019) estimate for the warming of high clouds in the tropics. Unless the amount of clouds change it seems that

they make the system less, rather than more, sensitive to forcing. To the extent that this assertion is at odds with conventional

wisdom, this wisdom neither accounts for the ability of clouds to restore the spectral response to warming that water-vapor

would otherwise mask, nor for their masking of the forcing.. Even if cloud coverage does change, the assessed feedback from435

cloud amount changes is only 0.2 Wm−2 K−1 (Forster et al., 2021), with recent work suggesting that it may be even smaller

(Myers et al., 2021; Vogel et al., 2022). To balance this reduction in the radiative response would require clouds to warm on

average by δTcld ≈ 0.4δTsfc.

Returning to Eq. (9) we encapsulate the various cloud effects on the climate sensitivity as follows:

S =
ωFF2×

ωλλcs−λcld−ωsfc.csλsfc,cs
, (22)440

where the various ω terms quantify the cloud masking and λcld quantifies the effect of cloud changes on the planetary albedo.

The arguments made above assert that λcld is small enough such that with ωF < ωλ

ωFF2×

ωλλcs−λcld
≈ F2×

Λ
= Scs (23)

so that

S =
1

S−1cs +
ωsfc,csλsfc,cs

ωFF2×

. (24)445

From the above cited literature, ωF = 0.75, ωsfc,cs = 0.5 and λsfc,cs = 0.7, which implies S ≈ 3.06K For a planet without

clouds, but with the same λsfc,cs, S ≈ 3.65K which is considerably larger, showing just how large λcld would have to be

before one could claim that clouds make the planet more, rather than less, sensitive to warming.

While an estimated climate sensitivity of about 3 K will not raise any eyebrows, the way it was arrived at provides a new,

and hopefully fertile, approach to thinking about clouds. Traditional feedback analysis adopts a grey perspective and attempts450

to explain sources of differences in estimates of λ due to changes in quantities such as the lapse-rate, or in humidity. This

fails to adequately separate cloud from clear-sky effects, and distracts from the more physical question as to what controls the

emission temperature of clouds, and how does their distribution mask well understood clear-sky effects.

To better link the contributions of the radiative response to the physics of radiant energy transfer, a different research pro-

gramme is needed. Such a programme would employ first-principle models of radiative transfer, and observations to:455

1. quantify Scs as the clear-sky Simpsonian response to warming, including the effects of CO2 and other long-lived green-

house gases (sensitive emitters);

2. quantify the contribution of cloud climatological effects, assuming clouds act as invariant emitters, i.e., the ωF and ωλ

terms in Eq. (22), or what Yoshimori et al. (2020) all the cloud climatological effect.

3. quantify the corrections to Λ from non-Simpsonian water vapor; to ωcld from non-Simpsonian clouds; and to λcld from460

changes to cloud coverage.
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Koll et al. (2023) have taken steps to better quantify CO2 effects on the Scs and the non-Simpsonian water vapor effects,

but more is to be done. One strength of the proposed programme is that the first two steps can be constrained by theory and

observations. Only the final step would require projections about future changes, or an extrapolation of past changes. If, in this,

step the effects of clouds and relative humidity changes can be captured in terms of a few parameters, the method would lend465

itself well to Bayesian updating of those parameters, which could also be used to help quantify uncertainty.

6 Conclusions

We show that a simple heuristic that formalizes the control on emissions as a competition between two emitters, can explain

both the radiative response to changes in long-lived greenhouse gases, and the response of clear-skies to warming. This makes

it possible to derive an expression for the clearsky climate sensitivity Eq. (16). This in turn helps to understand and quantify470

state dependence, i.e., Scs increasing with temperature (Caballero and Huber, 2013; Bloch-Johnson et al., 2021) – increasingly

so for Tsfc > 270K) – and with humidity at a fixed temperature (Bourdin et al., 2021; McKim et al., 2021).

Our heuristic provides a basis for thinking about how clouds modify Scs. Even for no change in geographic coverage,

clouds can both mask emissions from the surface, and restore what would have otherwise been a masked radiative response to

warming. By virtue of locating at a different, usually colder, temperature than the surface, clouds that warm with the surface,475

amplify the radiative response over a warm surface (making the system less sensitive), and damp the response over a cold

surface (making the system more sensitive). Clouds thus introduce an additional state dependence to the climate sensitivity,

one that depends on the temperature of the underlying surface, and their own emission temperature. This state dependence

renders estimates of S sensitive to not just how clouds change, but also their base-state distribution, something Yoshimori et al.

(2020) call the cloud-climatological effect. It also means that Earth’s geographic tendency to have more clouds where it is480

colder moderates geographic variations in the ratio of the local radiative forcing to the local radiative response, F/λ, and may

thereby be a source of the poleward amplification of warming.

Some surprising properties of clouds that emerge from this way of thinking are: (i) the potential of diminutive clouds in

the tropics, whose cloud top temperatures are more closely bound to surface temperature changes, to increase the radiative

response of the tropical atmosphere to warming; (ii) the importance of even small cloud-top temperature changes in regions of485

deep convection for amplifying the radiative response of the moist tropics to warming; (iii) the importance of cloud masking

at high-latitudes for increasing the sensitivity of regions whose clear-sky atmosphere would otherwise not be expected to

be particularly susceptible to forcing. This highlights the many, albeit poorly quantified, ways by which clouds may reduce

the climate sensitivity. Small changes in cloud-top temperatures, or in the amount of very thin low clouds atop the tropical

boundary layer can compensate or compound changes in optically thick clouds. This renders the net cloud contribution to490

warming ambiguous, and adds weight to the value of a theoretical understanding of the clear-sky climate sensitivity and the

components which contribute to it.

When combined with estimates of surface albedo feedbacks from the literature, our heuristic can be used to quantify Earth’s

equilibrium climate sensitivity. The result, 3.05 K, doesn’t meaningfully differ from values proposed by recent assessments
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adopting different approaches. However, our calculations are more transparently reasoned, and outline an observational pro-495

gramme to determine this number more precisely through: (i) estimates from the historical record how R is changing (cf

Bourdin et al., 2021); (ii) estimates of cloud masking by quantifying their present distribution; and (iii) estimates of how cloud

are expected to change with warming (in coverage and temperature) based on observed trends and symmetries. By parameter-

izing these effects the method would be amenable to Bayesian updating and uncertainty quantification.

This study emphasizes how corrections to the clear-sky climate sensitivity of a planet with fixed albedo is determined by the500

temperature of its clouds, how this temperature differs from the temperature of the surface, and how it changes. Observations,

for instance by passive sensors sensitive to the most transparent parts of the spectrum or by active methods that can detect small

and optically thin clouds (Wirth et al., 2009), that can help better quantify these corrections stand to advance understanding

the most. Such measurements would help quantify the extent to which diminutive clouds, whose temperatures are coupled

to the surface, strengthen the radiative response to warming, and by which high-clouds in cold regions, dampen it. Aligning505

the analysis of more complex models with the physics of the problem, e.g., by evaluating cloud responses in temperature and

wavenumber, rather than in physical space, offers opportunities for gleaning more insight as to the plausibility of the processes

these models simulate, or parameterize, and the ultimate role of clouds in modifying Earth’s clear-sky climate sensitivity.
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Abstract. The radiative response to warming, and to changing concentrations of CO2, is studied in spectral space. If relative


humidity does not change with temperature, clear-sky emissions over spectral intervals in which water vapor is optically thick


become independent of surface temperature, giving rise to the idea of spectral masking. It is demonstrated that this idea allows


one to derive simple, physically informative, and surprisingly accurate, expressions for the clear sky radiative forcing, radiative


response to warming and hence climate sensitivity. Extending these concepts to include the effects of clouds, leads to the5


expectation that (i) clouds damp the clear-sky response to forcing, (ii) that diminutive clouds near the surface, which are often


thought to be unimportant, may be effective at enhancing the clear-sky sensitivity over deep moist tropical boundary layers;


(iii) even small changes in high-clouds over deep moist regions in the tropics make these regions radiatively more responsive


to warming than previously believed; and (iv) cloud masking may contribute substantially to polar amplification The analysis


demonstrates that the net effect of clouds on warming is ambiguous, justifying the assertion that the clear-sky (fixed RH)10


climate sensitivity – which after accounting for clear-sky surface albedo feedbacks, is about 3 K – provides a reasonable prior


for Bayesian updates accounting for how clouds are distributed, how they they might change, and for deviations associated


with changes in relative humidity with temperature. These effects are best assessed by quantifying the distribution of clouds


and water vapor, and how they change, in temperature, rather than geographic, space.


1 Introduction15


In recent years, conceptualizing the effects of thermal infrared radiation in spectral space has helped advance understanding of


many basic aspects of Earth’s energy balance and how it responds to forcing. For instance, a consideration of the differential


spectral response of outgoing long-wave radiation (OLR) to warming has proved crucial to understanding why OLR varies


approximately linearly with temperature (Koll and Cronin, 2018), and how clear-sky radiative cooling is distributed through


the depth of the troposphere (Jeevanjee and Fueglistaler, 2020; Hartmann et al., 2022). A spectral treatment of thermal-infrared20


radiation is also necessary to understand how radiation responds to forcing – in the form of increasing concentrations of


atmospheric CO2 (Wilson and Gea-Banacloche, 2012; Seeley, 2018; Jeevanjee et al., 2021b), and how it maintains an ability


to respond to warming at very warm temperatures (Kluft et al., 2021; Seeley and Jeevanjee, 2021). Many of the above studies


helped answer important questions by abandoning the idea that atmospheric radiative transfer could usefully be thought about


as broadband, or grey. Grey atmospheres don’t allow for spectral masking, which is a simple concept upon which much of the25


emergent understanding can be built.


1
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In what follows, this more colorful way of thinking about radiative transfer is developed into a framework for thinking


of climate sensitivity more broadly. We go about this by first demonstrating how a spectral view of radiative transfer, and in


particular spectral masking (a concept defined more precisely below), helps quantify Earth’s clear-sky climate sensitivity. While


the concept of masking has a long history in radiative transfer, its application to irradiances at the top of the atmosphere provide30


a particularly effective heuristic for understanding how clouds and other trace-gases modify Earth’s response to forcing1, and


how clouds, even with out changing, mediate Earth’s response to warming. These ingredients demonstrate how, in addition


to possible changes in cloud coverage, both the present-day distribution of clouds and their temperatures change with surface


warming influence Earth’s equilibrium climate sensitivity.


The ideas presented here were developed in lectures on the greenhouse effect the first author gave at the Universität Hamburg,35


in the Fall of 2021. Many had their origins in joint work with the second author. Subsequently we became aware that others


were, or had been, thinking along similar lines, to understand cloud-free atmospheres. For instance, the simple model of


CO2 forcing discovered and presented in those lectures had been found independently, and much earlier, by Wilson and Gea-


Banacloche (2012), and has since been elaborated upon further and more thoroughly by Seeley (2018), Jeevanjee et al. (2021b),


and Romps et al. (2022). Likewise, the ideas related to the clear-sky radiative response were being developed independently40


by Jeevanjee et al. (2021a); McKim et al. (2021); Colman and Soden (2021); Koll et al. (2023). Given this literature, our


study mostly ends up breaking new ground through its treatment of clouds, and hence its more overarching approach to the


question of climate sensitivity. Because this builds on the concepts of masking (and unmasking) that we used to understand


how clear-skies respond to forcing and to warming, it proves beneficial to retread what some readers might (now) consider as


old ground, in our own way. In so doing we take care to point out in what way earlier (or contemporary) studies come to similar45


conclusions, with the added benefit that this allows us to present our ideas more concisely than would otherwise be possible.


The outline of the paper is as follows, after introducing the data sources and community tools used, the basic ideas behind


spectral masking are introduced in §3, and used to derive estimates and provide understanding of Earth’s clear-sky climate


sensitivity and its components in §4. This provides a basis for thinking about Earth’s equilibrium climate sensitivity more


broadly (§5), and for better understanding the role of clouds in its determination. Conclusions and an outlook are presented in50


§6


2 Data


Absorption spectra of selective absorbers, here CO2 and H2O are taken from the catalog used for the Atmospheric Radiative


Transfer Simulator, ARTS (Buehler et al., 2018; Eriksson et al., 2011). ARTS includes treatments of line broadening – with


the treatment of the foreign-broadening appropriate for Earth’s atmosphere, and a representation of continuum absorption55


following the approach of Clough et al. (1989, 2005) as modified by Mlawer et al. (2012). Other data sources include monthly


mean, gridded (0.25°× 0.25°) near surface (2 m) air temperatures and column water vapor for the 240 months between 2001


1Here forcing is used generically, for instance to refer to a change of atmospheric composition, and distinguished from radiative forcing, which is the


response.
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and 2021, and are taken from reanalyses of meteorological data (ERA5, Hersbach et al., 2019). Cloud data is based on


measurements using the AATSR instrument which flew on ENVISAT (Poulsen et al., 2019). The record extends from May


2002 through April 2012 and level 3 cloud-top temperature and cloud fraction are used.60


3 Theory


Concepts are developed for understanding the emission of terrestrial radiation, 99 % of which is emitted in the 50 cm−1 to


2000 cm−1 wave-number interval, which is sometimes referred to as the long-wave or thermal infrared part of the electromag-


netic spectrum. Earth’s atmosphere is assumed to consist of a background gas (dry-air) that is fully transparent to radiation


emitted from its surface, absorption is limited to minor constituents, either particulate (clouds) which are assumed to be broad-65


band (colorless) absorbers, or by trace amounts of greenhouse gases (or vapors) which act as selective (or colorful) absorbers.


A differentiation is made between short and long-lived greenhouse gases, whereby the phrase “short-lived” is short-hand for


vapors, namely water vapor, which are assumed to exist in abundances (partial pressure) determined by the atmospheric tem-


perature. Long-lived gases and vapors, like CO2, are well mixed, and assumed to be independent of the ambient temperature.


Scattering of terrestrial radiation is not considered. For the treatment of solar radiation clouds are treated as conservative70


scatterers, and gaseous absorption is neglected.


Our arguments are based on three simplifications:


S1 The effects of continuum absorption and line-broadening, while resolved spectrally, can be approximated by their values


at an effective pressure, P (and in some cases temperature T , and composition) taken to be representative of the entire


column.75


S2 The atmospheric relative humidity,R is a fixed function of temperature, i.e.,R(T ).


S3 At a given wave-number, ν, changes in emission to space from a blackbody are assumed to be attenuated by the optical


path above it.


S1 is mostly made for convenience, as it makes the physical arguments more transparent. Other studies, particularly Chou and


Kouvaris (1991) and more recently Romps et al. (2022) provide formal justification for this approach. In a somewhat stronger80


form (constant R) the implication of S2 was exploited by Nakajima et al. (1992); Ingram (2010); Goldblatt et al. (2013);


Jeevanjee et al. (2021a), and in the earlier studies of runaway greenhouse atmospheres by Komabayasi (1967) and by Ingersoll


(1969). S3 differs from Beer’s law, which would normally be dismissed out of hand as it neglects the emission of the absorber,


in that it refers to the changes in emission. It states, in a concise way, the basis for what we call masking, an idea that helps


conceptualize much of the recent literature on clear-sky radiative effects. While not a new idea, efforts to parameterize radiative85


transfer have long drawn on similar concepts, its use as a heuristic to understand factors influencing irradiances at the top of


the atmosphere (troposphere) is shown to be particularly effective. S2-S3 are elaborated upon in the remainder of this section,


and their implications for understanding and quantifying Earth’s equilibrium climate sensitivity are explored in §4


3
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3.1 Fixed relative humidity


3.1.1 Theory90


The statement that the relative humidity, R, does not change with warming (Arrhenius, 1896; Manabe and Wetherald, 1967)


contains a subtle ambiguity. Is R constant as a function of height, z, atmospheric pressure, P, or temperature T ? For a com-


pressible atmosphere all three cannot be true. On physical grounds there is a reason to expect that R is more constant with


height in the lower troposphere (for instance the relative humidity over the sea-surface varies little over large ranges of tem-


perature) and is more constant with temperature in the upper troposphere, which deepens with warming. S2 adopts the latter95


description which implies that Pv(T ) =R(T )P∗(T ), where Pv and P∗ denote the partial pressure of water vapor and its


saturation value respectively.


Subject to weak restrictions on how T changes with P , a consequence of the above is that the water vapor burden,


W (z) =


∞∫
z


ρv dz (1)


at some height z, with ρv(z) the vapor density, is determined by the temperature, T, at that height alone. To demonstrate this100


we assume a hydrostatic atmosphere, ρgdz =−dP, with ρ the total density of the air, and g the gravitational acceleration,


and allow for a coordinate transform from P → T (which is equivalent to P (T ) being single valued). It follows that we can


redefine W as


W (T )≈
Tcp∫
T


Pv(T ′)


(
R


gRv


dln(P (T ′))


dT ′


)
dT ′, (2)


with R the mass specific gas constant of the air, and Rv the value for water vapor. The requirement that P (T ) be single105


valued is enforced by only considering contributions to W from heights below the cold-point tropopause2, whose temperature


is denoted by Tcp. The effect of this approximation is small, both by virtue of the smallness of Pv(Tcp) relative to its values at


larger temperatures, and because we are mostly interested in dW (T )/dT , which is constrained by the smallness of differences


in the mass of the stratosphere as the surface warms. Simulations suggests that Tcp is effectively constant across a wide range


of conditions characteristic of the tropical atmosphere (Seeley et al., 2019). Hence we introduce it as a parameter, with the110


value Tcp = 194K taken from radio occultation measurements in the tropics (Tegtmeier et al., 2020), bearing in mind that the


same observations show substantially (20 K) larger values in the extra-tropics.


For the case whereby T follows an unsaturated adiabat, dln(P )
dT = cp/R and neglecting any co-variability of T with Rv, the


specific heat of air, cp, and the gravitational acceleration, g, results in


W (T )≈ cp
gRv


Tcp∫
T


Pv(T ′)dT ′. (3)115


thereby articulating the conditions under which W is only a function of T, for a given Pv(T ).


2Here we are implicitly assuming that T can (notwithstanding near surface inversions) usefully be approximated as strictly decreasing in the troposphere
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Figure 1. Theoretical temperature profiles and column humidities. Temperature profiles (left) following the formulation of the unsaturated


(black) and saturated (teal) moist adiabats in Marquet and Stevens (2022) for two different surface temperatures (indicated). Column water


vapor, W (T, between the top of the atmosphere and the height corresponding to the indicated temperature (right).


The assumption that dln(P )/dT depends only on T is better justified in the upper troposphere than in the middle and lower


troposphere, where the temperature more closely follows the isentropic expansion of saturated air. The impact of allowing


dln(P )/dT to vary with P as it would following a saturated adiabat, is illustrated by Fig. 1, which compares values of W (T )


for temperature following saturated and unsaturated isentropic expansion. These have been calculated forR= const.. Using a120


C-shaped profile ofR, as is more characteristic of the troposphere (Romps, 2014; Bourdin et al., 2021), albeit modified so the


anchoring points depend on T , leads to similar conclusions. This then shows the extent to which the generality of our ideas is


limited by variation ofR and dln(P )/dT with P.


3.1.2 Observations


Across the Earth’s surface it should come as no surprise that Pv(T ) varies from place to place, even if for any particular125


place it depends only on T. This gives rise to variations of W with Tsfc, which can be attributed to the effects of circulations.


Because these circulations themselves co-vary with Tsfc they imprint themselves on the statistics of W (Tsfc). This can be seen


by comparing W (Tsfc), as estimated from the the monthly averaged ERA5 data, with what would be expected for a fixed R,
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Figure 2. Column water vapor, W, versus T for T = Tsfc and W given by the reanalysis (grey points) and for a fixed R(T ) following an


idealized C-shaped profile (filled teal-colored circles). The solid and dotted lines are fits whose slopes are chosen to match those of the grey


and teal points respectively, with a crossing point at present-day global temperatures and are fit to the data by linearly regressing ln(W )


binned by T against T.
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which we denote by WR. W , binned by Tsfc, which we denote by W̃, still varies exponentially with Tsfc, just not as strongly


as WR varies with T. This difference is robust to how R is specified, so long as it remains constant with T. C-shaped profiles130


yield a similar slope. The relative flatness of W̃ expresses the fact that the cold extra-tropics have a higher water vapor burden


at the surface, than does the warm tropical atmosphere above some height with the corresponding temperature – something


familiar to those experiencing a winter day in Hamburg, compared to a summer day in the Alps at the same temperature. It


also emphasizes an important distinction between WR and W̃ : whereas WR portends to describe the water vapor burden at


any temperature, irrespective of where it locates, W̃ describes the water vapor burden that one would expect at the surface, on135


average, for the indicated surface temperature.


A consequence of the difference between WR(T ) and W̃ (Tsfc) is that the former is more relevant to studying the effect


of water-vapor on OLR across different climates, the latter for describing the spatial distribution of OLR and its scatter (cf


Fig. 1 in Koll and Cronin (2018)) for a given climate. To the extent that the atmospheric circulation changes stays roughly


constant with warming, one would expect the cloud of points, drawn from the distribution of atmospheric profiles, to shift140


following WR. For studies of the response of Earth’s atmosphere to warming, these findings motivate the rather simple choice


of R= 0.8, chosen so that WR(T = T sfc) matches W̃ (T sfc). A relative humidity of 0.8 is larger than the mean R, as it must


be to capture the non-linearity of W (T ), whereby W (T )>W (T ), with an over-bar denoting the global average.


3.2 Spectral masking


3.2.1 A Simpsonian atmosphere145


We here review the implications of W depending only on T for the atmosphere’s optical properties. These ideas have a long


history. Much of the modern literature follows the presentation of Ingram (2010) who, in developing a simple model for


the water vapor feedback, recalled Simpson’s paradox (Simpson, 1928). While Ingram’s ideas have proven foundational for


much of the recent literature, including this study, similar ideas were developed independently, and unbeknownst to Ingram, to


study runaway greenhouse effects (Komabayasi, 1967; Ingersoll, 1969; Nakajima et al., 1992), albeit in ways that themselves150


appeared unaware of Simpson’s paradox. However one attributes it, the idea has proven so powerful that Jeevanjee et al. (2021a)


went so far as to call it “Simpson’s Law”.


Assuming water vapor is the only important absorber, the optical depth of the atmosphere between a given height z and


space is,


τν(z,∞) =


∞∫
z


κν,v ρv dz ≈ κνW (T (z)) (4)155


with κν,v denoting the mass absorption cross section of water vapor at wave-number ν, at some effective (mass weighted)


temperature and pressure, which follows from S1. This is Simpson’s Law, whereby τν(z) depends only on T at z.


As pointed out by Ingram (2010), the implication of the above is that at wavenumber ν and forW such that τν,v� 1, surface


emission is attenuated and atmospheric emissions become constant. At wavenumbers where τν,v� 1, and by virtue of only


depending on T , changing the temperature of the atmosphere only changes the effective height of the emission, not the amount.160
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Figure 3. Mass absorption spectrum of H2O (blue) and CO2 (red) as a function of wave-number ν. Spectra are calculated at a wavenumber


interval of 0.05 cm−1 for a temperature of 280K and pressure of 850 hPa and smoothed by convolving with a Gaussian (9 cm−1) filter to


show the absorption envelope. For the dashed line envelope fit to the spectrum of CO2. l = 10.2cm−1.


This follows directly from Schwarzschild’s equation (Chandrasekhar, 1960) for radiances, with the focusing more pronounced


for gases or vapours that vary exponentially with temperature. It can (approximately) be extended to irradiances by taking an


effective zenith angle, θ to scale the path length by µ−1 = (cosθ)−1 through the medium. The value of θ depends on the optical


depth (Armstrong, 1968), but a value of θ = 53° roughly corresponds to the average for optical depths uniformly distributed


between 0 and 1, resulting in the commonly adopted value of µ=−1= 1.6. For spectral regions where water vapor (or any ab-165


sorber whose abundance is determined by T ) controls the emission to space, i.e., µ−1τν > 1, these emissions become invariant


of Tsfc, something we refer to as spectral masking. This arises because, as T changes in physical space, the emitters simply


redistribute themselves, retaining their abundances in temperature “space", and emit the same amount. It is the conceptual heart


of the fixed relative humidity assumption and provides the justification for S3, which can thus be formulated as


δFν = π
(
e−(τν,v/µ) δBν(Tsfc)


)
, (5)170


with Bν the Planck source function. Further justification for Eq. 5 (equivalently S3) is provided by Jeevanjee et al. (2021a),


whose analysis leads them to a broadband form (their Eq. (13)) of the same idea, which they call spectral cancellation. Eq. 5


can also be thought of as a generalization of the cooling to space approximation (Rodgers and Walshaw, 1966; Jeevanjee and


Fueglistaler, 2020; Hartmann et al., 2022).
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Figure 4. Spectral transmissivity plotted versus the cumulative black-body emission sensitivity, x= (4σT 3)−1
∫ ν
0


(
dBν′
dT


)
dν′. The corre-


sponding wave-numbers are indicated along the upper scale. Line colors darken with n for W = 10nkgm−2 with n=−1 . . .2.


3.2.2 The fractional support of the Planck response175


Earth’s globally averaged surface temperature is about 288 K and the average value ofW is about 25 kgm−2. When considering


the spectrum of κν,v (Fig. 3) it implies that ∀ν : κν,v�W
−1
, τν,v� 1. Modulo spectral smoothing hiding fine windows, this


implies that the atmosphere is mostly opaque for ν < 800cm−1 or ν > 1200cm−1,which identifies the “atmospheric window”


with the wave-number interval between these two limits. In that the radiative response to warming is carried by changing


emissions at wave-numbers within this window, it can be said to define the “support” for this response180


With the simplifications (S1–S3) we introduce the fractional support, χ. For a given τν(T ) = κν,vW (T ), it can be quantified


as


χ(T ) =
1


4σT 3


∞∫
0


e−
τν (T )
µ


(
dBν
dT


)
dν. (6)


Koll and Cronin (2018) call the same quantity (their Eq. (4)) the average transmission. We adopt a different terminology


because we associate the average transmission as being weighted by the Planck source function, not its derivative. The term185


“fractional support” is introduced to be more evocative of spectral masking, as it speaks to the idea of only a fraction of the


wave-numbers participating in the Planckian response to warming.


The closing of the window with increasing W is manifest in χ(T ) tending toward zero with increasing T as illustrated in


Fig. 4. Here e−(κν/µ)W has been plotted versus the fractional emission x, which is related to ν as


dx=
1


4σT 3


(
dBν
dT


)
dν (7)190


Choosing the x-axis in this manner stretches the ν axis so that equally spaced x intervals carry equal amounts of the radiative


response. In terms of x, χ(T ) =
∫
e−(κν/µ)W dx < 1 is just the area under the curves in Fig. 4, which defines an effective
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interval of x over which an emission response to changing temperatures is “supported” – hence the name. Fig. 4 also illustrates


the difference between near line, versus continuum (or far-line/dimer), absorption. The former is associated with a narrowing


of the window, while the latter is apparent by the reduction in χ within the window as W becomes large. Continuum emission195


is more broad-band and grey, whereas line-absorption, which more nearly results in χ(ν) ∈ {0,1}, remains more colorful and


better aligns with the concept of masking.


4 Spectral masking and climate sensitivity


Below we show how spectral masking can be used to understand the radiative response to both warming and to forcing. These


are the two ingredients needed to understand the climate sensitivity of a constant albedo Simpsonian atmosphere, and how200


it is susceptible to the presence of clouds. We begin here with an application to the clear-sky atmosphere, which serves as a


pre-requisite for our subsequent consideration of the effects of clouds in §5


4.1 Radiative response to warming


Assuming that the radiative response, δF, responds linearly to changes in Tsfc, we can write


δF = λδTsfc, (8)205


which introduces the proportionality constant, λ, as the radiative response parameter. It is closely related to the radiative


feedback parameter, which is often denoted by the same symbol using the same expression, modulo a change in the sign


convention to allow an increase in F with T to be associated with a negative value.


On the basis of S1–S3, the radiative response of a cloud-free Simpsonian atmosphere to the change in the temperature, T, of


an underlying black-body may be written as210


Λ(T ) = π


∫
e−(τν,v/µ)


(
dBν
dT


)
dν = χ(T )4σT 3, (9)


We introduce Λ to distinguish the Simpsonian response to warming from the actual response, λ.


Modulo ambiguity in how W is defined in the expression for τν,v, equivalently χ, Eq. (9) is identical to Eq. (3) in Koll and


Cronin (2018). Applied to Earth this leads to the expectation that for a cloud-free (or clear-sky) atmosphere


λ≈ Λ(Tsfc) = χ(Tsfc)4σT 3
sfc, (10)215


a quantity that is sometimes denoted as the clear-sky radiative response (or feedback), λcs.


Fig. 5 shows how χ varies with T , how this influences Λ(T ), and how both depend on the choice of W (T ). It is similar


to Fig. 4 in Koll and Cronin (2018), which they calculated using slightly different assumptions.3. Whereas Koll and Cronin’s


3The degree of similitude can be ascertained by comparing the value of Λ where it maximizes (for the case of WR and continuum absorption), which


gives 2.50 Wm−2 K−1 versus 2.43 Wm−2 K−1 in Koll and Cronin, and its value at the low temperature limit which is (unchanged). The slightly smaller


maximum in Koll and Cronin is consistent with their choice of R = 1 versus R = 0.8 in the present study
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Figure 5. Variation of the support, χ(T ), (upper) and the radiative response to warming, λ with T for different models of W (T ). Solid


lines show calculations with the inclusion of continuum absorption the dotted line, for reference, shows the response in the absence of this


absorption.


figure was presented in a way that emphasized the near constancy of Λ over the temperature range from 220 K to 280 K, our


presentation emphasizes how much it varies, how this variation depends on the choice of W, and how it defines two temper-220


ature regimes. Roughly speaking, in the ice phase (T < Tmax), dΛ/dT ≈ 0.02Wm−2 K−2, while for a surface temperature


supporting a liquid phase, dΛ/dT ≈−0.1Wm−2 K−2.


The other point the figure makes is how accurate the simple estimates of λcs ≈ Λ(Tsfc) end up being. For a global mean


surface temperature of about 290 K, full radiative transfer calculations for an atmosphere in radiative convective equilibrium


yield an estimate of λcs = 2.2Wm−2 K−1(McKim et al., 2021), as compared to 1.9 Wm−2 K−1 in this study, with differences225


consistent with a larger choice ofR.
To the extent λcs can be usefully approximated by Λ(Tsfc), it demonstrates that this response is something that, given


knowledge of the water vapor absorption spectra, is quite easy to understand. Essentially the reduction in λcs from what would


be expected from a blackbody, measures how effective water vapor is at controlling emission to space, and thereby masking


the spectral response of emissions to surface warming.230
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4.2 CO2 radiative forcing


The concept of spectral masking, or rather unmasking, can be used to estimate the radiative forcing from a doubling of atmo-


spheric CO2, which we denote by δF . Here the CO2 absorption feature around 667.5 cm−1 masks emission from the lower


troposphere (or surface) and increasing CO2 increases the masking. Unlike for the case of water, for which the masked emis-


sions don’t change with warming, increasing the spectral footprint of CO2, through a doubling of its concentration, leads to235


more of the near surface emissions being supplanted by emissions from the tropopause.


In the presence of CO2 the OLR at the top of the atmosphere can be estimated by introducing the effective emission temper-


ature at wavenumber ν, Te,ν , in the absence of CO2, Jeevanjee et al. (2021b) adopt a similar approach. Te,ν will depend on Tsfc


in the window, and W elsewhere. At wavenumbers where CO2 is strongly absorbing, emissions from within the troposphere


are masked by those from the overlying atmosphere, which we take to be at the temperature Tcp. This choice of the CO2 emis-240


sion temperature effectively represents the stratosphere as isothermal, which finesses the problem of its adjustment to forcing


Hansen et al. (1997). We construct the net emission by interpolating between the two limits using the CO2 contribution to the


transmissivity. This leads to a model of the form


F = π


∞∫
0


[
e−(τν,c/µ)Bν(Te,ν) +


(
1− e−(τν,c/µ)


)
Bν(Tcp)


]
dν. (11)


Here τν,c ≈ κν,c with κν,c, the mass absorption coefficient for CO2 at wavenumber ν and C the CO2 burden. Given this245


expression, the forcing from a doubling of atmospheric CO2 becomes


δF = π


∞∫
0


(
e−(τν,c/µ)− e−2(τν,c/µ)


)
[Bν(Te,ν)−Bν(Tcp)] dν. (12)


Because the difference between the exponential terms (CO2 transmissivities) vanishes for τν,c << 1 and for τν,c� 1, Bν(Te,ν)


only contributes to the integral in the vicinity of the absorption feature. In this spectral range Te,ν ≈min(275,Tsfc) as for


Tsfc > 275K water vapor becomes sufficiently abundant to mask the surface, and hence control emission (see e.g, Fig 8 in250


Jeevanjee et al. (2021b), and the CO2 absorption spectrum in Fig. 3). With this simplification the forcing can be written as


δF =π


∞∫
0


(
e−(τν,c/µ)− e−2(τν,c/µ)


)
[Bν(min(275,Tsfc))−Bν(Tcp)] dν. (13)


For Tcp ranging from 194 K to 204 K (Tegtmeier et al., 2020), δF ranges from 4.3 Wm−2 to 3.9 Wm−2, in good agreement


with the more elaborate calculations of Jeevanjee et al. (2021b), thereby demonstrating how δF can be rationalized on the basis255


of a relatively small number of assumptions (S1-S3).
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4.3 Climate sensitivity


Combining the spectral masking based estimate of δF with the earlier estimate of λcs yields an estimate for the clear-sky


climate sensitivity,


Scs ≡
δF


λcs
≈ 4.3


1.9
≈ 2.26K, (14)260


as compared to 2.1 K derived from radiative convective equilibrium calculations using full line-by-line radiative transfer.


Because CO2 reclaims some of the spectrum from H2O, it increases the fractional support of the response, increasing λcs


relative to that of a CO2 free atmosphere (Kluft et al., 2021; Seeley and Jeevanjee, 2021; Koll et al., 2023). This illustrates how


the overlap between H2O and CO2 reduces Scs, both by reducing δF and by increasing λcs.


4.3.1 A simple expression for Earth’s clear-sky climate sensitivity.265


The physical content of Eq. (14) can be better illustrated by some simple approximations to the envelope of the absorption


spectrum of water vapor and CO2, and its ability to mask spectral emission.


We first consider the radiative response to warming. By approximating e−τν,v by unity outside, and zero inside, the at-


mospheric window, which based on Fig. 4 we take to be between 800 cm−1 to 1200 cm−1, the Simpsonian response can be


expressed simply as the integral of the response over the window,270


Λ≈ π
1200∫
800


(
dBν
dT


)
dν. (15)


Contributions from all other wavenumbers are masked by the Simpsonian response of water vapor. A similar conclusion was


recently published by Colman and Soden (2021).


For the radiative forcing, Fig. 3 shows that the envelope of the CO2 absorption spectrum falls off exponentially with ν as


αe‖ν−νc‖/l, with νc = 667.5cm−1 denoting the line center. Wilson and Gea-Banacloche (2012) adopted this as a parameteri-275


zation of the CO2 spectrum, which implies that for a CO2 burden of C, τν,c > 1 for


νc− l ln(αC)< ν < νc + l ln(αC). (16)


From this expression, with l ≈ 10.2cm−1 as calculated by Jeevanjee et al. (2021b), it follows that for a burden of 2C the


atmosphere becomes optically thick for the larger interval, larger by the amount 2l ln(2). As Bν varies relatively slowing over


the absorption band, Bν(T )≈ Bνc(T ) over the interval where the difference between the CO2 transmissivities in Eq. (13)280


appreciably departs from zero. With these simplifications the expression for the forcing simplifies to


δF ≈ π2l ln(2) [Bνc(min(275,Tsfc))−Bνc(Tcp)] , (17)


similar to Eq. (14) in Jeevanjee et al. (2021b), who rigorously evaluate the arguments of Wilson and Gea-Banacloche (2012).


By incorporating the above simplifications, the clear-sky climate sensitivity can be expressed as


Scs ≈ 2l ln(2)
Bνc(min(275,Tsfc))−Bνc(Tcp)∫ 1200


800


(
dBν
dT


)
dν


= 2.37K. (18)285
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This estimate, which is derived from rather transparent reasoning, agrees well with calculation as given in Eq. (14), and with


the detailed radiative transfer calculations by Kluft et al. (2019).


The main purpose of Eq. (18), is less about the quantitative fidelity of the arguments that brought us to it, as these are better


addressed by other recent studies, e.g., Jeevanjee et al. (2021b, a); Romps et al. (2022) and Koll and Cronin (2018). It’s main


purpose is to demonstrate that a reasonable expectation for the clear sky climate sensitivity, and its dependence on quantities290


like surface temperature, forcing amount, and tropopause temperature, is quite easy to understand and that this provides a


different way of thinking about cloud effects.


5 Inferences for Earth’s atmosphere


Efforts to use the above ideas to understand the components of Scs, have, or are, also being developed simultaneously by other


groups, as referenced above. Here we extend the scope of inquiry by exploring what they imply for the effects of clouds and295


for how temperature mediates the atmospheres radiative response to forcing (CO2 changes) and to surface warming.


5.1 Cloud masking and unmasking


From the point of view of masking, what differentiates clouds from water vapor is that they are neither colorful, nor Simpsonian.


Their first quality means that clouds will mask the forcing and the radiative response to warming, weakening both. When this


is combined with their second quality, it raises the possibility that if clouds change their emission (to space) temperature with300


surface warming, they may unmask the spectral response otherwise masked by water vapor, and perhaps even enhance the


radiative response to forcing.


While it is well known that clouds mask the radiative forcing (Myhre et al., 1998), this is sometimes overlooked when taking


the measure of the cloud effect on climate sensitivity. The degree of masking will mostly depend on the cloud-top pressure,


although a more minor effect might arise if clouds set a colder baseline than water vapor, i.e., lowering the approximate 275 K305


upper bound in Eq.(13). Focussing on the former, more dominant effect, an optically thick high-cloud fraction of fh = 25%,


would reduce δF by the same amount, from 4.9Wm−2 (as calculated by Kluft et al., 2019) to 3.7Wm−2. As a comparison,


Myhre et al. (1998) estimate a similar, 27 %, reduction in CO2 forcing due to clouds.


When the cloud-top emission-temperature, Tcld does not change with warming, clouds also mask window emissions in


proportion to their (optically thick) cloud fraction (McKim et al., 2021). Given estimates of total cloud fraction, ft, of about310


0.6, this implies a commensurate reduction in λ, from 2.2 Wm−2 K to 0.9 Wm−2 K−1. Because all clouds, rather than just


high clouds, contribute to the masking of emissions within the window, this effect is stronger than the reduction of the forcing,


increasing S by (1− fh)/(1− ft)≈ 1.875, raising S to 4.2 K.


What seems to have escaped attention is how clouds might unmask parts of the spectrum otherwise masked by water vapor.


To quantify these competing effects, we model the effects of clouds on λ as315


λ≈ (1− f)Λsfc + f


(
δTcld
δTsfc


)
Λcld, (19)
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which introduces Λx to denote Λ(Tx) for reasons of notational convenience. The first term in Eq. (19), describes the masking of


the clear-sky response (assuming λcs ≈ Λsfc) by clouds, as earlier discussed by McKim et al. (2021), the second term describes


the emission response across the spectrum as reclaimed, or unmasked, by clouds. Using this model we explore different limiting


cloud effects below.320


5.1.1 High clouds in the wet tropics


In the warm tropical atmosphere, where precipitating convection is embedded in a nearly saturated atmosphere (Bretherton and


Peters, 2004), clouds may be especially important for the radiative response to warming. As the window closes, Λsfc→ 0, and


there is nothing left for clouds to mask (Stephens et al., 2016). In this case the first term in Eq. (19) vanishes independent of f,


clouds with cold cloud-tops will carry the entire radiative response, and its magnitude will be in proportion to the cloud fraction325


and the cloud-top temperature change. This would provide a thermostat for the tropical hothouse, one that is moderated by the


effect of CO2 which prevents the window from completely closing (Kluft et al., 2021; Seeley and Jeevanjee, 2021), and whose


effectiveness will depend on the degree to which cloud-top temperature changes are constrained by the radiative cooling in the


clear-sky atmosphere, which is still a matter of some debate (Zelinka and Hartmann, 2010, 2011; Bony et al., 2016; Seeley


et al., 2019; Hartmann et al., 2022).330


5.1.2 “Low clouds” coupled to surface temperature


In the case that clouds warm with the surface, δTcld ≈ δTsfc, and λ≈ Λsfc+f(Λcld−Λsfc). In the warm regime Λ decreases with


temperature, and because cloud-tops are colder than the surface, Λcld−Λsfc > 0. Candidate cloud regimes for such behavior


would be clouds topping the trade-wind layer (Schulz et al., 2021), or clouds in the doldrums. In these cases one might expect


Tsfc−Tcld ≈ 7 K to 15 K,x with surface temperatures increasingly exceeding 300 K. In this situation, from Fig. 5, clouds with335


tops at 288 K will radiate about three-fold more energy per degree of warming than would the surface. This is a bit misleading


however, based on Fig. 3 of Koll and Cronin (2018) the aforementioned effect of CO2 in maintaining emission to space, results


in closer to 30 % more energy per degree of warming. Nonetheless, this illustrates how shallow boundary layer clouds, even


small ones that cover most of the tropical oceans but generally go unnoticed (Mieslinger et al., 2022; Konsta et al., 2022),


may help stabilize the climate, albeit not as much as they would in the absence of CO2. Over the cold extra-tropics, where340


Λcld−Λsfc < 0, clouds have the opposite effect.


5.1.3 Open windows and multi-layer clouds


More generally, in the case where the window remains open (Λsfc 6= 0) and cloud masking limits the radiative response, the net


effect of clouds will depend on δTcld/δTsfc. This can be more easily seen by rearranging Eq. (19):


λ≈ Λsfc


[
1 + f


(
δTcld
δTsfc


η− 1


)]
, with η = Λcld/Λsfc. (20)345
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In the cold regime clouds must warm more than the surface to offset their masking of window emissions. Over a warm surface


more modest changes in cloud top temperatures may be sufficient to offset their masking effect, with the extreme case being


that of high-clouds in the wet tropics.


This analysis can be generalized to clouds distributed over multiple layers, by working ones way down through the successive


contribution of layers of non-overlapped clouds:350


λ= Λsfc


[
1 +


∑
i


f ′i


(
δTcld,i
δTsfc


ηi− 1


)]
(21)


where f ′i denotes the cloud fraction for layer i (increasing downward) that is not geographically masked by clouds at layers


j < i.


5.1.4 Clouds and the clear-sky polar amplification paradox


From a purely radiative point of view, the idea that the polar latitudes should warm disproportionately is a curious one, as the355


radiative forcing from a doubling of atmospheric CO2 is proportional to Tsfc−Tcp, which is much smaller in the polar regions,


and the radiative response to warming is, by virtue of the absence of water vapor to mask surface emissions, particularly large.


Put differently, from our understanding of the fixed albedo Scs, the tropics should warm substantially more than the poles as


CO2 increases. While this paradox might be resolved simply by considering surface albedo changes, clouds may also have a


role to play.360


To address this question more quantitatively we compare estimates of the S with λ estimated following Eq. (19). We use


W̃ (Tsfc), rather than WR, to calculate Λsfc, and WR is used to calculate Λcld. This is an admittedly crude way to treat the


variation of W with height at different geographic regions, but using W̃ for the cloud term as well does not change the


answer appreciably. Clouds are represented using three bounding cases: (i) f = 0, which renders clouds as transparent; (ii)


δTcld = δTsfc, whereby clouds warm with the surface; and (iii) δTcld = 0, which describes Simpsonian clouds. To calculate δF365


requires an estimate of the forcing masking fraction fCO2
, which we estimate based on the fractional decrease of the cloud-top


temperature relative to the temperature change through the troposphere as a whole:


fCO2
= α


(
Tsfc−Tcld
Tsfc−Tcp


)
ft. (22)


with α= 1.9 a tuning constant chosen so that δF matches the estimate of 3.7 Wm−2 of more detailed calculations. Because


S is defined as a global (or statistical) quantity, it is estimated as δF/λ.370


The results of these calculations are shown in Fig. 6. For case (i), with transparent clouds, f = 0, values of δF/λ vary


latitudinally from a low value (0.7 K) over the South Pole, to a high value (4.5 K) over the ITCZ region just north of the Equator,


and thereby illustrating what we call the polar amplification paradox. For this case, S = 2.8K slightly larger than the clear-sky


estimates obtained previously, using global mean quantities. The case (ii), with warming clouds (δTcld = δTsfc), S = 1.85K


with reductions most pronounced in the tropics, where additional emissions from clouds occurs in an atmosphere that is less375


masked by water vapor. Given the idea that high-clouds maintain a fixed temperature, this case might seem extreme, then again,
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Figure 6. Latitudinal distribution of Tsfc and Tcld (upper), total cloud fraction ft and fraction assumed to mask CO2 forcing, δF (middle);


and the ratio of the forcing δF to the radiative response to warming, λ for different assumptions about clouds (lower).
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warming along the moist adiabat is upward amplified, so that the case of fixed cloud height actually implies δTcld > δTsfc,


which can be thought of as a form of lapse-rate feedback. For case (iii), with δTcld = 0, clouds mask the radiative response,


and S increases considerably, inverting its geographic structure to be more poleward amplified. This behavior depends on


fCO2 , as for fCO2 = f, the masking of the CO2 forcing cancels the masking of the response and S follows the transparent case.380


5.1.5 Summarizing cloud effects on climate sensitivity


The above analysis identifies ways in which the amount and distribution of clouds influences the radiative response to warming,


even if cloud coverage and temperatures do not change. A change in cloud top temperatures with warming can either increase


or decrease the clear-sky climate sensitivity. This analysis also demonstrates that the role clouds plays can be quite different


in the cold extra-tropics versus the warm tropics, and that in addition to masking the forcing, there are a variety of additional385


ways in which clouds can reduce S relative to Scs.


5.2 Discussion, and a proposal


To answer the question as to whether clouds increase or decrease Earth’s equilibrium climate sensitivity we first ask how


much clouds have to warm to compensate their masking effects. By adjusting δTcld until S = Scs (which corresponds to the


transparent, f = 0, estimate in Fig. 6) we find that for δTcld ≈ 1/2δTsfc the warming of clouds compensates their masking.390


Given that clouds also mask surface albedo changes with warming, whose assessed value of 0.35 Wm−2 K−1 (Forster et al.,


2021) is believed to be half of what it would be in a cloud-free atmosphere (Pistone et al., 2014), clouds only have to warm by


about 1/4δTsfc to start having a net cooling effect relative to that expected from a clear sky, similar to what Kluft et al. (2019)


estimate for the warming of high clouds in the tropics. Unless the amount of clouds change it seems that they make the system


less, rather than more, sensitive to forcing. To the extent that this assertion is at odds with conventional wisdom, this wisdom395


neither accounts for the ability of clouds to unmask the spectral response to warming, nor for their masking of the forcing. Even


if cloud coverage does change, the assessed feedback from cloud amount changes is only 0.2 Wm−2 K−1 (Forster et al., 2021),


with recent work suggesting that it may be even smaller (Myers et al., 2021; Vogel et al., 2022). To balance this reduction in the


radiative response would require clouds to warm on average by δTcld ≈ 0.4δTsfc. Based on these estimates, a null hypothesis


of no net cloud contribution to warming, but with a residual surface albedo feedback of 0.35 Wm−2 K−1, doesn’t seem far400


fetched – all the more so because it yields an estimate of S of 2.96 K.


While this estimate does not fundamentally change our view on the value of climate sensitivity, that was not the point.


Our ideas were never meant to replace detailed and accurate radiative transfer calculations, rather to find ways to think more


physically about the factors that influence their results. Traditional feedback analysis adopts a grey perspective and attempts


to explain sources of differences in estimates of λ due to changes in quantities such as the lapse-rate, or in humidity. Our405


analysis shows how, irrespective of which humidity coordinate one adopts, this can be misleading. First because the lapse rate


feedback is not physical: it is not changes in atmospheric temperature that influence emission, rather it is the redistribution of


water, clouds or CO2 with temperature that influence the emission; and second, because the distribution of clouds will mask
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and unmask emissions from the surface or clouds, traditional feedback analysis risks conflating uncertainty from clouds as


uncertainty in non-cloud feedbacks.410


To better link the contributions of the radiative response to the physics of radiant energy transfer, a different research pro-


gramme is suggested. Such a programme would employ first-principle models of radiative transfer, and observations to:


1. quantify Scs as the clear-sky Simpsonian response to warming;


2. quantify “corrections” from unmasking by CO2 and similar (albeit smaller) effects from other long-lived greenhouse


gases;415


3. quantify “corrections” from cloud masking (Simpsonian clouds);


4. quantify “corrections” from: (i) non-Simpsonian clouds, (ii) non-Simpsonian water vapor; and (iii) changes to cloud


coverage.


By beginning to address steps 2 and 4.ii Koll et al. (2023) take a step in this direction. One strength of the proposed programme


is that the first three steps can be constrained by theory and observations. Only the fourth step would require projections about420


future changes, or an extrapolation of past changes. If, in this, step the effects of clouds and relative humidity changes can be


captured in terms of a few parameters, the method would lend itself well to Bayesian updating, which could also be used to


help quantify uncertainty.


6 Conclusions


Assuming that the relative humidity, R, does not vary with temperature, T , places a strong constraint on Earth’s radiative425


response to warming (Simpson, 1928; Nakajima et al., 1992; Ingram, 2010). In this limit, the radiative response to warming in


those spectral intervals where water vapor is optically thick is nullified – something we call spectral masking. By accounting


for this spectral masking it becomes straightforward to derive an expression (Eq.(9)) for Earth’s clear-sky radiative response to


warming that is quantitatively and physically informative.


Spectral masking can also be extended to explain the effect of long-lived trace gases, which allows for simple expressions430


describing their radiative response to changes in their concentration, i.e., radiative forcing. With some further simplifications,


following Wilson and Gea-Banacloche (2012), analytic expressions can be derived to describe the radiative forcing from


changing concentrations of CO2, which when combined with the radiative response to warming yields an analytic expression,


Eq. (14), for the clear-sky equilibrium climate sensitivity, Scs. These ideas help understand and quantify state dependence, i.e.,


Scs increasing with temperature (Caballero and Huber, 2013; Bloch-Johnson et al., 2021) – increasingly so for Tsfc > 270K)435


– and with humidity at a fixed temperature (Bourdin et al., 2021).


Spectral masking also provides a basis for thinking about how clouds modify Scs. Even for no change in geographic coverage,


clouds can both mask emissions from the surface, and unmask emissions from the atmosphere below them. By virtue of


locating at a different, usually colder, temperature than the surface, clouds that warm with the surface, amplify the radiative
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response over a warm surface (making the system less sensitive), and damp the response over a cold surface (making the440


system more sensitive). Clouds thus introduce an thus additional state dependence to the climate sensitivity, one that depends


on the temperature of the underlying surface, and their own emission temperature. This state dependence renders estimates of


S sensitive to not just how clouds change, but also their base-state distribution. It also means that Earth’s geographic tendency


to have more clouds where it is colder moderates geographic variations in the ratio of the local radiative forcing to the local


radiative response, δF/λ, and may thereby be a source of the poleward amplification of warming.445


Some surprising properties of clouds that emerge from this way of thinking are: (i) the potential of diminutive clouds in


the tropics, whose cloud top temperatures are more closely bound to surface temperature changes, to increase the radiative


response of the tropical atmosphere to warming; (ii) the importance of even small cloud-top temperature changes in regions of


deep convection for amplifying the radiative response of the moist tropics to warming; (iii) the importance of cloud masking


at high-latitudes for increasing the sensitivity of regions whose clear-sky atmosphere would otherwise not be expected to450


be particularly susceptible to forcing. This highlights the many, albeit poorly quantified, ways by which clouds may reduce


the climate sensitivity. Small changes in cloud-top temperatures, or in the amount of very thin low clouds atop the tropical


boundary layer can compensate or compound changes in optically thick clouds. This renders the net cloud contribution to


warming ambiguous, and adds weight to the value of a theoretical understanding of the clear-sky climate sensitivity and the


components which contribute to it.455


The revised conceptual framework, combined with estimates of surface albedo feedbacks from the literature, allows us to


quantify Earth’s equilibrium climate sensitivity. The result, 3 K, doesn’t meaningfully differ from values proposed by recent


assessments adopting different approaches. However, our calculations outline an observational programme to determine this


number more precisely through: (i) estimates from the historical record how R is changing (cf Bourdin et al., 2021); (ii)


estimates of cloud masking by quantifying their present distribution; and (iii) estimates of how cloud changes are expected to460


change with warming (in coverage and temperature) based on observed trends and symmetries. By parameterizing these effects


the method would be amenable to Bayesian updating and uncertainty quantification.


This study emphasizes how corrections to the clear-sky climate sensitivity of a planet with fixed albedo is determined by the


temperature of its clouds, how this temperature differs from the temperature of the surface, and how it changes. Observations,


for instance by passive sensors sensitive to the most transparent parts of the spectrum or by active methods that can detect small465


and optically thin clouds (Wirth et al., 2009), that can help better quantify these corrections stand to advance understanding


the most. Such measurements would help quantify the extent to which diminutive clouds, whose temperatures are coupled


to the surface, strengthen the radiative response to warming, and by which high-clouds in cold regions, dampen it. Aligning


the analysis of more complex models with the physics of the problem, e.g., by evaluating cloud responses in temperature and


wavenumber, rather than in physical space, offers opportunities for gleaning more insight as to the plausibility of the processes470


these models simulate, or parameterize, and the ultimate role of clouds in modifying Earth’s clear-sky climate sensitivity.


Code availability. The code used to produce alll figurs and make all calculations is provides as a Python notebook on Zenodo
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